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NON-UNIFIABILITY IN LINEAR TEMPORAL LOGIC OF
KNOWLEDGE WITH MULTI-AGENT RELATIONS
S.I. BASHMAKOV, A.V. KOSHELEVA, V. RYBAKOV
Abstract. The paper is devoted to the study of the uniﬁcation problem
in the linear temporal logic of knowledge with multi-agent relations
(denoted in the sequel as LFPK). This logic is based on frames (models)
with time points represented by integer numbers from Z and the infor-
mation clusters Ci for i 2 Z with multi-agent accessibility relations Ri.
The ﬁrst main result is a theorem describing a criterion for formulas
to be not uniﬁable in LFPK. The second one is a construction of a basis
for all inference rules passive in LFPK.
Keywords: uniﬁcation, modal temporal logic, passive inference rules.
1. Introduction
The investigation of uniﬁcation in various logical systems is one of highly deve-
loping areas of modern mathematical logic and computer science. Arisen in the
ﬁeld of Computer Science, mainly in the form of the possibility of transforming two
diﬀerent terms into syntactically equivalent ones (by the replacing its variables,
cf. [1, 2]), the problem eventually changed the course to the study of semantic
equivalence ([3, 4]).
For the majority of non-classical logics (modal, intuitionistic, temporal, etc.)
there are special dual equational theories of algebraic systems, so their uniﬁcation
problems are interpreted into the corresponding logic-uniﬁcational counterparts ([5,
6, 7]). The basic uniﬁcation problem can be generalized to a more diﬃcult question:
whether the formula can be converted into a theorem after replacing only a part
of the variables (keeping the rest, as a set of parameters, intact). This problem
has been studied and solved for some modal and intuitionistic logics (cf. e.g. V.
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Rybakov [8, 9, 10] for the case of intuitionistic logic itself and modal logics S4 and
Grz).
The uniﬁcation in intuitionistic logic and in propositional modal logics over K4
was investigated by S. Ghilardi by oﬀering technique of projective formulas, see [11,
12, 13, 14, 15] (with the application of ideas on projective algebras, using techniques
of projective formulas). In these papers the problem of constructing ﬁnite complete
sets of uniﬁers was solved for the considered logic and eﬃcient algorithms were
found. Such an approach proved to be useful and eﬀective in dealing with the
admissibility and the basis of admissible rules (cf. Jerabek [16, 17, 18], Iemhoﬀ,
Metcalfe [19, 20]). If algorithms for construction of computable ﬁnite sets of uniﬁers
are found, it directly gives a solution of the admissibility problem.
Temporal logic is also a very dynamic area of mathematical logic and computer
science (cf. Gabbay and Hodkinson [21, 22, 23]). In particular, LTL (linear temporal
logic) has a signiﬁcant applications in the ﬁeld of Computer Science (cf. Manna,
Pnueli [24, 25], Vardi [26, 27]). A solution of the problem of admissibility for rules
in LTL was found by Rybakov [28], the basis of admissible rules in LTL has
been discovered by Babenyshev and Rybakov in [29] (and for the case without
the operator Until it was done in [30]).
Rybakov has solved the uniﬁcation problem for formulas with coeﬁcients in LTL
[31, 32]; its analogs were also solved for the basic modal and intuitionistic logic in
[33, 34]. In particular, in [31] it was proved that not all uniﬁed in LTL formulas are
projective, and in [32] the projectivity of any uniﬁed formulas in LTLu was proved
(it is a fragment of LTL with the operator Until only, no NEXT). In the paper
of Dzik and Wojtylak [35] the same result was obtained for the modal linear logic
S4:3.
V.Rybakov in [36] found a description of all non-uniﬁable formulas in a broad
class of modal logics: in the extensions of S4 (Theorem 1 below) and [K4 +? 
? 2 L] (Theorem 2) and also constructed ﬁnite bases for rules passive in these
logics. Using results from [37], following closely to this technique, in this our paper
we ﬁnd a criterion for non-uniﬁability of formulas in the linear temporal logic of
knowledge with multi-agent relations – LFPK and construct a basis for inference
rules passive in this logic.
1. Necessary definitions, known facts, and notation
Before describing the main results of the paper, it will be useful to recall some
deﬁnitions and known results related to the issue of uniﬁcation and the logic LFPK
in general. For more detailed studies of the results presented in this section (as well
as their proofs), we refer to [36] and [37]
Firstly, we recall what does it mean that a formula is uniﬁable in a logic. Let L
be a logic with the formula (p; q) which describes the equivalent formulas (e.g. for
propositional calculus PC, (p; q) := (p! q)&(q ! p)). We say that a formula  is
equivalent to a formula  in L, and we write  L , if `L (; ). For convenience,
(; ) may be shortly denoted as   . We consider here a logic L as a set of
formulas.
Deﬁnition 1. A formula (p1; : : : ; pn) is uniﬁable in an algebraic logic L iﬀ there
is a tuple of formulas 1; : : : ; n such that (1; : : : ; n) 2 L
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Deﬁnition 2. Formulas (p1; : : : ; pn) and (p1; : : : ; pn) are said to be uniﬁable
in an algebraic logic L iﬀ there is a tuple of formulas 1; : : : ; n: [(1; : : : ; n) 
(1; : : : ; n)] 2 L. In this case, the tuple 1; : : : ; n is called an uniﬁer for these
two formulas.
Corollary 1 ([36, 2.7]). For the logics SIL, S4ext, K4+?  ?, the uniﬁers for
uniﬁable formulas can be eﬀectively found among sequences of formulas > and ?.
Theorem 1 ([36, 2.10]). For any modal logic L extending S4 and any modal
formula ,  is not uniﬁable in L iﬀ the formula  !
hW
p2V ar() p ^ :p
i
is provable in L (that is, this formula belongs to L, as to the set of its theorems).
Theorem 2 ([36, 2.11]). For any modal logic L extending K4 with ?  ? 2
L and any modal formula ,  is not uniﬁable in L iﬀ the formula  ^  !hW
p2V ar() p ^ :p
i
is provable in L.
Theorem 3 ([37, 3.1]). A modal formula  is non-uniﬁable in LTK iﬀ the formula
!
hW
p2V ar() p ^ :p
i
is a theorem in LTK.
Deﬁnition 3. For any given rule r := A=B, r is a consequence of a sequence of
rules r1 := A1=B1; : : : ; rn := An=Bn in a logic L if there is a derivaton in L
for the conclusion B from the premise A, as a hypothesis, by means of rules from
r1; : : : ; rn, theorems of L and postulated rules of L (e.g. modus ponense for classical
propositional logic or the intuitionistic logic).
Deﬁnition 4. A set of rules BR is a basis for a set of rules RS in a logic L if any
rule r 2 RS is a consequence of some rules from BR in L.
2. Semantics of LFPK
The alphabet of the language LLFPK includes a countable set of propositional
variables P := fp1; : : : ; pn; : : : g, brackets (; ) default Boolean logical operations
and a variety of unary modal operators fF ;P ;1; : : : ;ng. Every propositional
variable p 2 P is a well-formed formula (wﬀ), and if A;B are any wﬀ, then so are
(A _ B); (A ^ B); (A ! B);:A;FA;PA, iA, i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. We abbreviate
Fma(LLFPK) as a set of all wﬀ in the language LLFPK (hereinafter referring to
the formula will be understood as formula from the set Fma(LLFPK)).
Logical operations F , P , i are deﬁned by means of logical operations F ,
P , i as follows: F = :F:, P = :P:, i = :i:.
The meaning of the described modal operations are deﬁned as follows. PA: A
is true at all previous and at the current time point; FA: A is true at the given
time point and will be true at all future ones. iA means that A is true at all
informational states which available to the agent i.
Semantics for the language LLFPK models linear and discrete stream of compu-
tational processes at which each point in time is associated with an integer number
n 2 Z.
Deﬁnition 5. Temporal k-modal Kripke-frame is a tuple T = hWT ; R1; R2; : : : ; Rki,
where WT is a non-empty set of worlds, R1; : : : ; Rk are some binary relations on
WT , where R2 = R 11 := f(a; b)j (b; a) 2 R1g is a converse relation to R1.
Deﬁnition 6. Let F = hWF ; R1; : : : ; Rki be a Kripke-frame. For all Ri, an Ri-
cluster (if exists) is a subset CRi 2WF such that
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(i) 8v; z 2 CRi : (vRiz)&(zRiv) and
(ii) 8z 2WF ; 8v 2 CRi : ((vRiz&zRiv)) z 2 CRi).
For any relation Ri and any v 2WF , CRi(v) is the Ri-cluster such that v 2 CRi(v).
We call CRi(v) the cluster generated by v.
Deﬁnition 7. An LFPK-frame is a temporal (n+ 2)-modal Kripke-frame
T = hZT ; RF ; RP ; R1; : : : ; Rni
where RP = R 1F and:
a. ZT is the disjoint union of clusters of agents Ct, t 2 Z, and Ct1
T
Ct2 = ;
if t1 6= t2;
b. 8t1; t2 2 Z, if t1  t2 then 8a 2 Ct1 ;8b 2 Ct2(aRF b) and (bRPa):
None other relations via RP and RF are allowed.
c. R1; : : : ; Rn are some equivalence relations in each separate cluster Ct.
We call any such frame LFPK-frame.
Frames of this class model situations in which each agent has some information
in the current temporary state Ct. Any temporary state Ct consists of a set of
information points available at t. The relations RF and RP are time connections
on a linear stream of information points, wherein for two points w and z the term
wRF z means that either w and z are available at time t, or z will be available in
future in subsequent time w.r.t. w. Conversely, the term wRP z means that either w
and z are also available at the same time t, or z was available at previous time w.r.t.
w. Each relation Ri, i = 1; :::; n reﬂects the information available to a particular
agent i in the current time point only, but for any time point.
Deﬁnition 8. Model MT on a LFPK-frame T is a tuple MT = hT; V i, where V
is a valuation of a set of propositional letters p 2 P on T , i.e. 8p 2 P [V (p)  ZT ].
Given a model MT = hT; V i, where T is a LFPK-frame ZT . Then 8w 2 ZT :
a. hT;wi V p, w 2 V (p);
b. hT;wi V FA, 8z 2 ZT (wRF z ) hT; zi V A);
c. hT;wi V PA, 8z 2 ZT (wRP z ) hT; zi V A);
d. 8i 2 I; hT;wi V iA, 8z 2 ZT (wRiz ) hT; zi V A).
e. hT;wi V A _B , [(hT;wi V A) or (hT;wi V B)];
f. hT;wi V A ^B , [(hT;wi V A) and (hT;wi V B)];
l. hT;wi V A! B , [(hT;wi V B)or not(hT;wi V A)];
i. hT;wi V :A , [not(hT;wi V A)];
The relation V here is the truth relation on the element w of the model M .
Namely, hT;wi V A means that A is true on the element w in the model hT; V i.
If the formula А is true on any element of a frame T w.r.t. any valuation V , we
say A is true on the frame T and write T  A.
Deﬁnition 9. Temporal Linear Future/Past logic LFPK (of agents knowledge) is
the set of all LFPK formulas valid (true) on all LFPK-frames:
LFPK := fA 2 Fma(LLFPK) j 8T; where T is an LFPK-frame, (T  A)g:
If a formula A belongs to LFPK, then we say that A is a theorem of LFPK.
It is clear that the logic LFPK is closed w.r.t. the rules – modus ponens rule
(A;A ! B=B) and the generalization rules: A=jA(j 2 fF; P; 1; : : : ; ng). We
consider these rules as postulated for LFPK.
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3. A criterion of non-unifiability
Theorem 4. A formula A is non-uniﬁable in LFPK iﬀ the formula
FPA!
24 _
p2V ar(A)
:FP p ^ :FP:p
35
is a theorem in LFPK.
Proof. 1. We prove this theorem by reduction to contradiction. Assume that
FPA!
24 _
p2V ar(A)
:FP p ^ :FP:p
35 2 LFPK;
but at the same time the formula A is uniﬁable in LFPK.
Then by the deﬁnition of uniﬁers, there is a substitution g s.t. g(A) 2 LFPK.
By the fact that LFPK is closed under the substitution, we obtain
g(FPA!
24 _
p2V ar(A)
:FP p ^ :FP:p
35) 2 LFPK:
Let us consider an arbitrary LFPK-frame T .
Consider the valuation V for all variables q of formulas g(p), where p 2 V ar(A),
on T , where V (q) = . Then it is easy to check by the induction on the length of
any formula B constructed on variables q that
8b 2 T; 8c 2 T : b V B , c V B:
Consequently
8b 2 T : b 6V
_
p2V ar(A)
:FP g(p) ^ :FP:g(p):
At the same time
8b 2 T : b V FP g(A):
Thereby
8b 2 T : b 6 V g(FPA!
24 _
p2V ar(A)
:FP p ^ :FP:p
35);
which contradicts the hypothesis
g(FPA!
24 _
p2V ar(A)
:FP p ^ :FP:p
35) 2 LFPK:
2. On the contrary, asume that the formula A is non-uniﬁable in LFPK but at
the same time FPA!
hW
p2V ar(A) :FP p ^ :FP:p
i
=2 LFPK.
Then there is a certain frame T , that disproves this formula
9a 2 T : hT; ai 6 VFPA!
24 _
p2V ar(A)
:FP p ^ :FP:p
35 :
That is, hT; ai V FPA and hT; ai 6V
hW
p2V ar(A) :FP p ^ :FP:p
i
.
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Since hT; ai 6V
hW
p2V ar(A) :FP p ^ :FP:p
i
; 8p 2 V ar(A) : either
(1)8b 2 T : (aRF b) b V p)&(aRP b) b V p);
or
(2)8b 2 T : (aRF b) b V :p)&(aRP b) b V :p):
Choose a substitution g for all of the variables p from the formula A so that to
satisfy the following conditions: 8p 2 V ar(A) : g(p) = > if (1) holds and g(p) = ?
in the case if (2) is true. Then g is a uniﬁer of the formula A. Therefore, the formula
A is uniﬁable in LFPK.

4. Passive Inference Rules
Deﬁnition 10. Let r := A1; : : : ; Ak= be an inference rule. The rule r is said
to be passive for LFPK if for any substitution g of formulas instead of variables
in r the condition g(A1) 2 LFPK & : : :& g(Ak) 2 LFPK does not hold. In other
words, r is passive rule if the formulas from its premise have no common uniﬁers.
Theorem 5. The rules rm :=
W
1im :FP pi^:FP:pi
? form a basis for all
passive inference rules in the logic LFPK.
Proof. It is the case that
FP
0@ _
1im
:FP pi ^ :FP:pi
1A!
0@ _
1im
:FP pi ^ :FP:pi
1A 2 LFPK;
and hence by Theorem 4 the formula A =
W
1im :FP pi ^ :FP:pi is not
uniﬁable in the logic LFPK, i.e any rule rm is passive.
Let us assume that a rule t1 := A1; : : : ; Ak=B is passive for LFPK. Then the
rule t2 := A1 ^    ^ Ak=B is also passive and the formula A1 ^    ^ Ak is not
uniﬁable in LFPK. Applying Theorem 4, we conclude that
FP (A1 ^    ^Ak)!
24 _
p2V ar(A1^^Ak)
:FP p ^ :FP:p
35 2 LFPK: (1)
After applying Go¨del’s rule to the premise of t2 we derive FP (A1 ^    ^ Ak)
(2). From (1) and (2) with modus ponens we derive the formula_
p2V ar(A1^^Ak)
:FP p ^ :FP:p:
From this formula, applying the rule rm, where m is the number of variables
in the conjunction of A1 ^    ^ Ak, we can derive the formula ?. And from the
implementation ? ! B 2 LFPK, by modus ponens we obtain B. Thus, all rules
rn form a basis for the rules passive in LFPK. 
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